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Working Student in
Global Purchasing Services

LOCATION
Mannheim, Germany

In our Innovation Centre in Mannheim, Germany we offer you the chance
to gain experience in the fields of supply chain and logistics
procurement within an international company with global customers
across all industries.

RESPONSABILITIES
As a purchasing service provider, OCCON supports global
shippers in the handling of the tendering processes. You will
work as an extended arm of the customer in the areas of
Purchasing and Logistics:
Preparation of customer data and tender documents
Implementation and analysis of offers
Tender analysis (preparation of graphics and Power
point presentations) and E-Auction participation
Testing and further development of the tool
Maintenance of market data
Research, structuring, comparisons and analysis of
purchasing data for customers
Assist colleagues in Support Desk

CONTRACT TYPE
Temporary
WORKING HOURS
Full-time

QUALIFICATIONS
Ongoing studies in Business Administration, International
Management, Industrial Engineering, Engineering or
Supply Chain, previous internships in these areas are an
advantage
Very good knowledge of Excel, u.a. Pivot tables, Makros
Fluent in English and German, spoken and written
Independent, structured and quality-oriented way of
working, high personal commitment, team player
Motivated, efficient and resilient
Analytical skills and high affinity for numbers are an
advantage

BENEFITS
From day one you will be part of the OCCON family. You will get involved in the challenging world of logistics
consulting; and have the opportunity to work on exciting projects in an interdisciplinary envoirnment.
Gain working experience in a stable and fast-growing European company
Provide support to customers globally
Be part of a young experienced, highly motivated and open-minded team
Future perspectives and development opportunities
Freedom, variety and responsibility
Topics for: Bachelor and Master thesis
ABOUT US
We support companies in the field of supply chain management & transport procurement. This does not only
comprise optimising & purchasing but also planning, controlling and market studies.
We consult our clients, support them where capacity is missing and provide them with field-tested applications.
Based in the centre of the EU, we are a solid and fast-growing company, that has been providing consulting
services worldwide for groups with global activities for over 12 years. We support manufacturing and trading
companies of various industries like automotive, chemical, consumer, pharma, etc.
Learn more about OCCON at www.occon.de

APPLYING AT OCCON
We are looking forward to your application. Please apply by E-mail only.
Sabrina Baehr | Managing Director | E-Mail: recruiting@occon.de

Think Red.

